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Abstract 
The paper presents a model for structural testing of parallel software defmed as a 
graph consisting of interconnected node objects and a tool STEPS implementing it. 
The number of test cases required by STEPS is much lower than with the use of tradi
tional flow-graph representations. The tool facilitates systematic testing procedures 
based on the concept of communication events and test windows. Various testing sce
narios may be defmed for windows at several levels of abstraction, with regard to 
specific classes of errors, structural testing strategies, internal system states and exter
nal environment settings. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Developments in parallel programming languages and implementation platforms, 
along with raising expectations and needs of software users, have created new chal
lenges for software testing. Various testing strategies and tools have been invented to 
assist users in software testing (Lutz, 1990), but they still seem not to be effective 
enough. Only a few of them can create test data and provide analysis of expected re
sults. We classify them into three categories: path-wise test data generators PTDG 
(Therenod-Fosse and Waeselynck, 1993), data specification systems DSS (Korel, 
1990), and random test generators STG (Maurer, 1990). Specifically, for testing paral
lel programs they may utilize several standard techniques including: static analysis 
(Taylor, Levine and Kelly, 1991), deterministic execution of parallel programs (Tai, 
Carver and Obaid, 1991), or controlled execution (Damodaran-Kamal and Francioni, 
1994). 
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PTDGs are based on a program graph, where a path is chosen through a graph and 
is symbolically executed in order to determine a path condition. Path condition is a 
predicate that defines a subset of a program space called a path domain. An input 
point is a data from a path domain that can cause this path execution. Finding of input 
points for individual paths is not easy, and requires a capability of solving sets of 
equations. 

DSSs generate test data from a language describing input data being prepared by a 
user. Examples include grammatical descriptions, finite state machines or special in
put (test script) files (Hoffman and Strooper, 1991). Unfortunately, DSS test data can 
exercise relatively small percentage of program code. 

STGs combine infonnation provided by a program model with a random test gen
eration. They rely on two parameters: input distribution, and the number of program 
executions. Two approaches are possible: analytical, where input parameters of path 
conditions are generated at random, and empirical, where statistics on various activa
tion of program run-time code elements are collected to create a suitable input profile. 
One important technique is mutation analysis (DeMilio and Offutt, 1991), where er
rors are modeled as random and small syntactical deviations of a program text from its 
hypothetical correct version. Test data are intended to detect incorrect (mutant) ver
sions of a program under test. 

In this paper we introduce a tool for Structural TEsting of Parallel Software 
(STEPS). It considers processing of data by interacting parallel processes (tasks) with 
regard to their relative timing. In practice a number of required paths and input points 
involving parallel execution can grow rapidly. We propose a test window approach, 
which concentrates on testing sequential segments of a parallel program as well as 
specific sets of communication actions forming communication events (Szczerba and 
Wiszniewski, 1995; Krawczyk and Wiszniewski, 1996). Such a window allows users 
to create different testing scenarios, and to analyze programs on different levels of 
abstraction. 

The STEPS tool combines several ideas from the tools mentioned above. It utilizes 
symbolic interpretation to determine path conditions. Input points for individual seg
ments are selected by users in an interactive way supported by Prolog interpreter; 
upon returning a condition the user may repeatedly choose input points that the inter
preter uses next in an attempt to resolve or simplify a related condition. The tool uses 
finite state machines to describe and analyze behavior of processes during communi
cation events (Krawczyk and Wismiewski, 1995). This analysis is also based on 
Prolog interpretation. Finally the tool is able to collect data on program execution that 
are relevant for designing testing scenarios. It can also override dynamically (during 
program execution) values of variables being returned by function calls and 1/0 state
ments, what provides a limited 'dynamic' mutation capability of a program under test. 

The most important feature of STEPS is that, unlike most of the tools mentioned 
above, it uses static and dynamic analysis jointly and enables deterministic as well as 
controlled execution. 

The tool has been implemented for the Copemicus-SEPP project (Winter and Kac
suk, 1994) using PVM programs in C. Initial results obtained when applying STEPS 
to a set of realistic application programs are promising and indicate that structural 
testing of parallel programs can reasonably involve interactive path analysis. 
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2 PARALLEL SOFTWARE MODEL 

STEPS views parallel programs as sets of event-driven activities that are independent 
units communicating through a set of well defined interface access points. Interface 
between parallel system components involves synchronization and exchange of data. 
Rules for communicating processes are established by protocols, which control order
ing of selected events. STEPS distinguishes nodes in a system control flow graph as
sociated with internal actions of individual processes from nodes associated with ex
ternal actions that deal with interprocess communication (Szczerba and Wiszniewski, 
1995). Relative ordering of nodes associated with internal actions belonging to differ
ent threads of control is irrelevant for STEPS, as these objects are truly independent. 
On the other hand, external actions dealing with interprocess communication involve 
a relatively small subset of events. Moreover, for any single external action (access 
point) in any process there is one related protocol class; any such action can always be 
associated through its protocol class with a specific set of external actions (access 
points) of other system processes. 

The main feature of our model and the tool is the independence of communication 
events. It has been established and maintained by STEPS using object-oriented tech
nology. It can involve either top-down design of a parallel program control flow 
structures using objects provided by the model before generating any actual code 
(Krawczyk and Wiszniewski, 1995), or reverse engineering of the existing code using 
static concurrency analysis to get the model objects, what in the case of this paper. 

Actions associated with the same communication event form a group ordered by 
the corresponding protocol and have to ensure that the transfer of data objects be
tween processes follows semantic rules of the relevant communication actions. Ac
tions from different events are independent, since they manipulate different data ob
jects associated with separate access points in component processes. Therefore, com
munication events cannot influence each other's internal ordering of actions. The same 
applies when internal actions are interleaving with external actions; internal actions 
are able to 'engage' some control flows in particular communication events, but cannot 
affect ordering of actions 'within' the individual event protocol. Owing to this, numer
ous combinations of interleaving external actions that belong to different events, as 
well as combinations of interleaving external and internal actions are in most cases 
irrelevant for analysis supported by STEPS. This has been shown formally using 
Kleene's technique ofA.-automata (Szczerba and Wiszniewski, 1995). 

Encapsulation of protocols eliminates the problem of combinatorial explosion of a 
parallel system viewed as a collection cooperating FSM's, since it constitutes for 
STEPS a sum of FSM's representing component processes, rather then their product; a 
sum machine is much simpler to analyze and understand than a product machine since 
the former has the set of states of smaller cardinality, i.e., as of the union of compo
nent processes' states rather then the Cartesian product of such sets (Szczerba and 
Wiszniewski, 1995) . 

The model adopted by STEPS aims to retain the intuitive simplicity of flow-graphs, 
to capture the ability of Petri nets to represent multiple flows of control, and to pro
vide an FSM-like mechanism for ordering program statements related to state transi
tions (Krawczyk and Wiszniewski, 1995). 
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Control flow of active processes can be represented in C++ by specially defined 
objects forming the Token class: 

class Statement; 
class Token ( 

}; 

Statement condition; II up-to-date path condition 
Statement *memory; II up-to-date path memory 

Individual Token objects advance through a parallel program and collect information 
that is specific to the path being followed. A vector (array) of all Token objects rep
resents a global state of a parallel program. 

A parallel program is modeled by multi-flowgraph G(N,A) using graph nodes that 
form a specific hierarchy of objects N allowing parallel control flow tokens. Any ob
ject from N has in general multiple entries and multiple exits connected by arcs from 
A, as specified in Figure 1. We schematically represent there each Node object by an 
icon, as well as specify the relevant class hierarchy using the C++ notation. 

Nodes may be connected to one another. i.e., any exit of one Node object may be 
connected to any entry of another or the same Node object; we mark this in our model 
by labeling each Node exit with the Action labeling the respective entry to which 
this exit is connected. Labels of entries are unique, i.e., there are no two entries with 
the same label at any Node object. In general there is no precedence of connected 
nodes, as one node may be connected to many nodes by the respective entries (exits). 
Entries of a single Node object may be associated with different control flow tokens, 
therefore each such object may be entered in parallel by more than one token. Token 
objects, after leaving one Node object may spread over the system and visit many 
Node objects in parallel. Note the straightforward relationship of our model to the 
Petri net model: independent tokens represent multiple control flows, nodes are tran
sitions while node entries and exits are places. 

Visiting of Node objects by control flow Tokens in a sequential program graph 
normally represents execution of program statements (processing nodes) or evaluating 
predicates (decision nodes). Figure 1 extends this concept by specifying the respective 
programming constructs as either Assignment or Condi tiona! objects, which 
encapsulate two specific types of Statements. One is an 'expression-statement', 
and the other is a 'predicate-statement'; they are any correct (language syntax specific) 
string of characters, and they may involve identifiers representing program variables 
as well as function calls. 

Assignment and Conditional objects allow for multiple control flow tokens 
to enter and/or exit their instances in parallel. At each entry of such a node incoming 
token causes the evaluation of the respective expressions (predicates). Note that a 
node entry that is not connected to any node exit represents a creation (instantiation) 
point of some process. Similarly, a node exit that is not connected to any node entry 
represents a termination (destruction) point of some process. Instantiation and de
struction points may also involve evaluation of relevant expression or predicate 
Statements. 
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If Assignment or Conditional objects do not involve multiple control flow 
tokens, then they correspond to ordinary nodes of sequential control flow graphs, i.e., 
they belong to Expression or Decision objects. 

Multiple control flow tokens constitute just one feature of G(N,A). Another feature 
is the interaction of tokens at selected points of component programs, what is due to 
communication statements. Owing to this feature, any Node object that involves 
parallel tokens can provide internal 'processing' of incoming tokens in order to deter
mine what particular tokens can exit the node. Therefore such a class of nodes has 
properties of the Conditional object. It also has properties of the Assignment 
object, since interaction of tokens may result in some data objects (values) being 
transferred between processes. This is handled by the CornrnunicationEvent class 
of node objects. Internal processing of control flows is performed by finite state pro
tocol machines, or FSM objects, which determine a specific order of executing com
munication actions involved in the corresponding event. 

class Vector: class Action; 
class Node { 

public: 
int N; II no of entries 
int K: II no of exits 
Action *entries; II entries labeled. by current actions 
Action •exits; II exits labeled by successor actions 

Vector initial; // entries holding incolldng tokens 

Vector final; II exits holding outgoing tokens 

class Stat ... nt: 
class Assignment: public Node I 

public: 
Stat..ent *expression; // assignments at exits 

class Stat-nt: 
class Conditional: public Noda { 

public: 
Stat-.ent *predicate: II predicates at exits 

class Expression: public Aasigmnent { 
public: 

conat static int NzK•l; 

class Decision: public conditional{ 
public: 

const static int N•l: 

class PSM; 
class CocmJUnicationEvent: public Conditional. public Assignment ( 

private: 
PSH ••machines II array of lists of machines at each entry 

Figure I Node objects used by STEPS. 

Based on the classification of nodes developed so far one can view a set of se
quential programs running in parallel as a set of interconnected Node objects. Paths 
through G(N,A) form Thread objects representing individual processes: 
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class Thread { 
private: Node *nodes; II array of Node pointers 

} ; 

A parallel system can be finally constructed ftom a set of Thread objects as: 

class MultiThread { 
private: Thread *system; II array of Thread pointers 

} ; 

2.1 Levels of representation 
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The model in Figure 1 enables analyzing parallel programs at three different levels. At 
its highest level G(N.A) is similar to Lamport's space-time diagrams (Krawczyk and 
Wismiewski, 1995; 1996), with vertical lines representing processes and horizontal 
arrows representing communication events. At its lowest level G(N.A) groups sequen
tial program statements into graphical segments. The middle level is similar to the 
Petri net model, with a hierarchy of transitions (Node objects) shown in Figure 1. 

STEPS views parallel program execution as progressing of independent Token 
objects along paths containing Node objects. Token objects visit Communica
tionEvent objects to be 'processed' by protocol machines encapsulated by individ
ual instances of the latter. Encapsulated machines determine for all Token objects 
'arriving' at entries of the related CommunicationEvent object what Token ob
jects are allowed to leave the latter and at which of its exits. 

2.2 Analysis of events 

Representation levels in STEPS enable event-driven testing at the top-most level, as 
well as testing and symbolic debugging at the program statement level. Careful analy
sis of application protocols in various parallel programming environments indicates 
that the nwnber of different protocol machines is reasonably low. For example, typical 
network oriented application platforms based on message passing, like TCPIIP 
(Comer, 1991) or PVM (Geist, et al., 1994) distinguish just two types of communica
tion statements for sending: one is point-to-point, when a single process sends a single 
message to another single process, and another is broadcast, when a single process 
sends a single message to a group of processes. Communication statements for send
ing may be either blocking or nonblocking. The blocking send forces sender to wait 
until receiver is ready to read a message being sent, while the nonblocking send puts a 
message to some buffer regardless of the state of the receiver. TCPIIP provides both 
types of the send communication statement, while PVMjust the nonblocking one. 

There are also two types of communication statements in TCPIIP and PVM for re
ceiving, either blocking or nonblocking mode. In any mode, a receiver may want to 
receive a message ftom a specific sender or just any sender. 

This defines three basic classes of application protocols: one-to-one, many-to-one, 
and one-to-many. If we distinguish blocking and nonblocking send statements, as well 
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as blocking and nonblocking receive statements there are twelve kinds of protocol ma
chines in total. 

A protocol macbine has one initial state, one final state and one internal state per 
each relevant pair of 'matching' send-receive communication statements. Such an in
ternal state is simply labeled as 'communication engaged' and used by STEPS for re
porting on the internal status of the related interprocess communication for the exter
nal observer. The set of internal states of all protocol machines encapsulated by the 
related instance of the ComrnunicationEvent object determines all possible se
quences of communication actions constituting an event under test. 

The relationship between predicates and expressions of the Communication
Event inherited from the Conditional and Assignment objects, and states of 
the relevant set of protocol machines is used by STEPS to facilitate standard symbolic 
interpretation. A predicate Statement associated with each respective exit of any 
ComrnunicationEvent object is a Boolean function on a vector indicating anini
tial state of the Node object; it yields 'true' for its related exit if for a given vector of 
active entries a respective token is allowed to proceed to that exit. An expression 
Statement, also associated with selected exits of ComrnunicationEvent ob
jects is a conditional assignment with a predicate being a Boolean function on a vector 
indicating a fmal state of the Node object. It simply tells what is a data value being 
transferred from the message buffer upon exiting a particular Node object in a given 
state. Transformations of the Node object's state from the initial to the final (state) 
vector is determined by internal connections of a particular FSM object. 

When Token objects visit Node objects they follow specific 'paths' through the 
related Multi Thread object. Symbolic interpretation of a path through the latter 
produces an expression determining relevant input points and timing relations be
tween interacting tokens at respective nodes along that path. Such a 'path expression' 
constitutes a TEsting Scenario Script (TESS) that provides a basis for deterministic as 
well as controlled run-time code execution. 

3 TESTING SCENARIOS 

The model of parallel programs used by STEPS allows us to determine different test
ing scenarios. Testing scenarios may refer to the entire parallel system under test or 
just its fragments forming test windows. A test window is defined simply as a set of 
ComrnunicationEvent objects between a top and bottom segments of a window 
frame. Top and bottom segments indicate communication events that occur upon en
tering and leaving a window by a specific set of parallel processes. A test window 
width defines processes being involved in a window. 

The idea of test windows is based on the standard notion of breakpoint traps used 
by traditional debuggers. Processes of interest are expected to reach eventually a win
dow top, and then proceed towards its bottom. While inside a window, processes may 
be stopped, their variables inspected, statements executed in a step-by-step mode, etc. 

STEPS distinguishes three levels of representation of parallel programs, which are 
respectively the graph representation level, the source text level and the run-time 
code level. Figure 2 outlines schematically the relationship between these levels and 
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illustrates how STEPS can merge three basic categories of testing characterized be
fore. By introducing symbolic interpretation of a program source text at the abstract 
graph representation level the tool enables interactive path analysis and selection of 
input points, i.e., utilize PTDG. Paths selected by the user have TESS scripts gener
ated automatically by STEPS from the underlying program source text level; TESS 
scripts are the input to the run-time code representation level, i.e., utilize DSS. Finally, 
STEPS utilizes STG by visualization of the run-time code execution at the graph rep
resentation level and on-line mechanisms for user interaction from that level back to 
the run-time code level. 

11WJ1t rtprtJ~marron 

1/1 1)9 

Figure l A relationship between abstraction levels in STEPS. 

Figure 2 shows how important it is to find correspondence between levels of a parallel 
program representation. STEPS assumes that static and dynamic analysis may be done 
in different orders. We have created functions capable of distinguishing lines and their 
corresponding states in the runtime-code. These functions will be characterized briefly 
in the next Section. Below we want to emphasize the need for test windows and their 
representation at various levels. We can define three types of testing scenarios: 

I. A set of windows in a source (run-time code) to check on a given sequence of 
events; sizes of windows can be arbitrary, but in many cases users may want to 
restrict windows to single vectors of breakpoint traps, i.e., windows of height= 0. 

2. Single (and independent) windows to check on communication between selected 
processes; in this case users may work interactively to attempt various input (test) 
points for the assumed order of communication events. 

3. Blocks of code (sequential nodes) to check on sequential parts of parallel pro
grams; these operation involve symbolic debugging using standard tools, like the 
GNU 'gdb' debugger. 

4 THE STEPS TOOL 

The STEPS tool performs a number of processing activities including retrieval of in
formation from the program source code in order to construct it's respective multi-
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flowgraph, visualization of a program control structure enabling users to specify test 
windows, symbolic interpretation of program paths assisting users in designing testing 
scenarios, and dynamic execution of tests enabling interactive debugging. 

There are four major functional components presented schematically in Figure 3: 

• A test window user interface (WUI), to interact with static analysis of a program 
text, selection of program paths and their dynamic execution. 

• A static analyzer of PVM text (SAPTE), to identify communication events using 
reachability analysis and determining quality parameters. 

• An interactive data test generator (IDA TEG), to determine execution conditions of 
paths and to assist users in finding suitable data for program execution. 

• A testing scenario execution manager (TESEM), to define and execute testing sce
narios at different levels of representation (multi-flowgraph or sequential blocks). 

_5TEPS ___ --- ·---------~--------------------------------.------------------------------

Figure 3 An overview of STEPS architecture. 

Activities of these four subsystems', kinds of information being passed between 
them and related information repositories are shown schematically in Figure 4. It can 
be seen that there are two kinds of input information required by STEPS: a program 
input source code and user commands. An initial user command is to start static con
cu"ency analysis of the program input source code. As a result of this analysis three 
kinds of information are retrieved from the program text: a structure of component 
processes' graphs, respective sets of communication actions identified as communica
tion events, and event ordering relations. This information is stored for further proc
essing in three respective repositories: a collection of component graphs, an event ta
ble, and a reachability tree in a form of state transition graph. Information retrieved 
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by static analysis is used by interface WUI to display a multi-flowgraph structure 
needed by users for preparing testing scenarios. This requires information about all 
node connections and communication event nodes. Based on this information user can 
outline a desired window frame, that provides a basis for window definition activities. 

process global dala objects 

replay dala 

Figure 4 Data flow diagram of STEPS. 

Window defmition activities require fmding relevant information on internal control 
structures of component process graphs, and determining from the structure of com
munication events selected for the window what are the processes going through it. 
Since window framing must avoid the probe effect, i.e., window processes are not al
lowed to communicate with other processes not going through the window, another 
activity, reachability analysis, is needed. Reachability analysis checks for selected 
nodes whether respective states specified by a state transition graph can be reached 
within a window. Corresponding state transitions are provided by reachability analysis 
for activities following window defmition, i.e., to be utilized in path selection. The 
latter activity results in path specification to be analyzed for test data selection. Test 
data selection involves analysis of statements along specified paths and their opera-
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tions on relevant process data objects; these objects are global from the viewpoint of 
individual paths contained in a test window. Test data are associated by TESS scripts 
with specific program variables in a form of breakpoint traps that specify what vari
ables and at which points of execution have to assume specific values, and what these 
values should be. Breakpoint statements are considered to be minor breakpoints, since 
they mark specific points of execution at the program source text level, as opposed to 
major breakpoints that mark monitoring points at the graph representation level and 
are determined by window frames. Major and minor breakpoints, as well as associated 
test data are stored in the breakpoint data table being a repository used by test man
ager activities. Test manager receives step specifications from WUI and initiates exe
cution of a program code under test using information stored in the breakpoint data 
table; this information specifies probes that have to be inserted into the run-time code. 
During program execution trace data are collected and stored in the log repository. 
Upon completing a step the program execution is suspended and the relevant step re
port is returned to WUI. Test manager may either initiate the next step or replay the 
previous one; in the latter case it retrieves respective replay data from the log. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

STEPS implements an object oriented model that enables analysis and design of paral
lel programs to make them testable. This model provides a generic representation of 
any parallel program control flow structure based on message passing and includes 
multiple threads of control to capture natural parallelism of program components, 
external and internal actions to distinguishing relevant sequences of component proc
esses' actions from irrelevant ones, and communication events to provide the main 
structuring concept for interprocess communication. The key feature of this model is 
its capability to encapsulate communication actions in objects constituting disjoint 
communication events, to provide well-defined access points to parallel processes, 
and to enable flexible representation of any realistic communication protocol. 

A testable representation of a parallel program is provided by STEPS at several 
levels, including test windows, lines of source code text and execution states of a run
time code. Owing to this any structural testing strategy that uses the notion of a pro
gram control flowgraph can be utilized in developing testing scenarios; it involves 
designing and preparing tests, as well as evaluating test coverage. 

The natural parallelism and independence of objects in G(N,A) is suitable for rapid 
prototyping of a program design: based on a source code one may attempt to build an 
abstract program model using static analysis and then generate a new, higher quality 
program. Such an extension of STEPS is currently under development using Smalltalk 
and C++. 
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